Evolution of the Modern Day Kitchen

Most-Asked-About Products of 2019

NATURE’S BOUNTY
Circle No. 201 on Product Card

The edgy look of Emtek’s Industrial Modern Cabinet Hardware Collection was inspired by industrial brackets and fittings and features a bracket-inspired foot. Though industrial in style, the transitional elements make the hardware versatile enough to blend with a variety of designs.

Circle No. 191 on Product Card

The Defined edges, peaks and smooth surfaces of the Swagger Collection reflect a gem cut design that reflects light to create contrast- ing shades for visual effect. New from Berenson Hardware, the pulls and knobs are shown in the company’s Modern Brushed Gold finish.

Circle No. 192 on Product Card

Ashley Norton has added six solid brass cabinet pulls to its cabinet hardware offering. The collection, available in six finishes, includes the tapered Stepped Pull, hexagonal-shaped Hex Profile Pull, Phoenix Pull with cap-like ends and Ridged Pull with circular, ridged edge pattern. Also featured is the Knurled Pull and Partial Knurled Pull.

Circle No. 193 on Product Card

The Deco Series from Nest Studio is inspired by the smooth curves found in the patterns of Art Deco textiles, wallcoverings and architecture. The series, designed by Jessica Davis, includes a large appliance pull and several curved standalone-mounted handles. The line is available in Satin Nickel, Polished Brass Unlacquered and Matte Black.

Circle No. 194 on Product Card

PMI has introduced its 929 3D concealed hinge for cabinet doors. The hinge measures 76mm x 14mm, which makes it suitable for inset doors with a 3/8” minimum thickness. The 929 hinge has a 3D adjustability that can be done with one simple tool, so all screws are covered to provide a better aesthetic.

Circle No. 195 on Product Card

The U.S.-made Float-Frame series support brackets for both island and undercounter applications from Scott Systems deliver work spaces and ADA solutions. The Under the Counter bracket is available in 18” and 24”, while the Island is offered in 12”, 18” and 24”. The brackets are ADA compliant and industry safety tested to hold 750 lbs. per bracket.

Circle No. 196 on Product Card

The Definitive collection of decorative pulls provides just what the name implies - adjustability of the bases paired with glass length options. Offered in clear, white, gray and black glass, the hardware includes metal options of satin brass, satin nickel, polished chrome and polished nickel.

Circle No. 197 on Product Card

The Defined edges, peaks and smooth surfaces of the Swagger Collection reflect a gem cut design that reflects light to create contrast- ing shades for visual effect. New from Berenson Hardware, the pulls and knobs are shown in the company’s Modern Brushed Gold finish.

Circle No. 198 on Product Card

The Deco Series from Nest Studio is inspired by the smooth curves found in the patterns of Art Deco textiles, wallcoverings and architecture. The series, designed by Jessica Davis, includes a large appliance pull and several curved standalone-mounted handles. The line is available in Satin Nickel, Polished Brass Unlacquered and Matte Black.

Circle No. 199 on Product Card

The Schwinn Originals Collection of hardware from Schwinn Hardware incorporates 20th century modern pieces. The line includes a range of mid-century Paul McCobb pulls and knobs, three mid-century furniture pulls by Jens Risom and a series of handcrafted and serially manufactured post-modern furniture pulls and knobs by Michael Graves.

Circle No. 200 on Product Card

To delay the decelerating action, the team at Sietto’s Adjustable collection of decorative pulls provides just what the name implies – adjustability of the bases paired with glass length options. Offered in clear, white, gray and black glass, the hardware includes metal options of satin brass, satin nickel, polished chrome and polished nickel.

Circle No. 201 on Product Card

The Schwinn Originals Collection of hardware from Schwinn Hardware incorporates 20th century modern pieces. The line includes a range of mid-century Paul McCobb pulls and knobs, three mid-century furniture pulls by Jens Risom and a series of handcrafted and serially manufactured post-modern furniture pulls and knobs by Michael Graves.

Circle No. 202 on Product Card

The Defined edges, peaks and smooth surfaces of the Swagger Collection reflect a gem cut design that reflects light to create contrast- ing shades for visual effect. New from Berenson Hardware, the pulls and knobs are shown in the company’s Modern Brushed Gold finish.